Bright solitons in a Bose-Einstein condensate contain thousands of identical atoms held together despite their only weakly attractive contact interactions. Solitons nonetheless behave like a compound object, staying whole in collisions. The effective potential governing their collisions is however strongly affected by inter-soliton quantum coherence in the many-body wave function. We show that separate solitons decohere due to phase diffusion, dependent on their effective ambient temperature, after which their initial mean-field relative phases are no longer well defined or relevant for collisions. In this situation, collisions which occur predominantly repulsive can no longer be described within mean field theory. When considering the time-scales involved in recent soliton experiments where non-equilibrium phenomena play an important role, these features can consistently explain the predominantly repulsive collision dynamics observed in most condensate soliton train experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dilute alkali gas Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) can usually be well understood using a simplified model for atomic collisions based on contact interactions and further employing a product mean-field Ansatz where all particles reside in the same single particle state to vastly simplify the quantum many-body physics [1, 2] .
Here we explore why the mean-field approach breaks down in collisions of bright matter-wave solitons [1, 3, 4] , which are self-localized non-linear wave packets containing thousands of condensate atoms. The inter-atomic interactions can still be described by the simplified model that allows a comprehensive picture of quantum manybody collisions between these solitons, which represent almost continuously sizeable compound objects. We then show that in such collisions, constituent atom transfer between two collision partners leads to the creation of a massively entangled post-collision state.
Bright matter-wave solitons in Bose-Einstein condensates have now been created in a variety of experiments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , for fundamental studies and applications in interferometry. In many of these experiments, trains of 3 − 15 solitons are created at once e.g. [6, 8, 9, 18, 19] , so that subsequently interactions or collisions between solitons become relevant. In mean-field theory, these should be akin to those of solitons in non-linear optics, which were well understood earlier [20] . Those results predict effectively attractive interactions for solitons with a meanfield relative phase of ϕ = 0 and effectively repulsive interactions for out of phase solitons with ϕ = π.
Some early doubts were cast on these simple rules by a set of multi-soliton experiments (MSE), frequently commencing from explosively heated initial states. These indicated almost exclusively repulsive collisions [6, 8, 9] . However, a more controlled two-soliton experiment (TSE) shows collisions in apparent agreement with mean field theory [10, 21] . While the MSE results could imply a robust creation of relative π phases between all adjacent solitons [22] , the creation of such a pattern cannot be accounted for by theory [23] [24] [25] . Rather, studies beyond mean field theory reported dramatic modifications of soliton interactions by quantum effects [23, 26] .
Here we extend and consolidate [23, 26] , by identifying the two essential physical mechanisms that dynamically invalidate mean field theory. These are firstly phase diffusion [27] or loss of coherence between colliding solitons, and secondly atom transfer between solitons during a collision, akin to atom tunnelling in Bosonic-JosephonJunction (BJJ) [28] . The resultant picture consistently explains earlier experimental results.
We find that phase diffusion must lead to fragmentation of a train of solitons, which consequently exhibits more repulsive collision trajectories than it would otherwise. At zero temperature, the time scale for this fragmentation may be rather long, of the order of seconds. However, we show that fragmentation is significantly accelerated by thermal or uncondensed atoms, and thus can occur on ms time-scales for strongly heated condensates.
This article is organized as follows: In section II, we first review soliton collisions in mean-field theory and provide a brief overview of existing experiments on soliton trains and collisions. In section III, we introduce the employed beyond-mean-field techniques. Using these techniques, we then first consider the fragmentation of non-interacting solitons in section IV, and then move to the interplay of fragmentation and soliton collisions in section V. This section separately considers collisions before fragmentation, section VI, after fragmentation, section VII, the interplay with atom transfer during a col-lision section VII A, see also appendix B. We then move to a discussion of non-zero temperature and the ramifications of our results in the context of recent experiments in section VIII. Finally, in section IX, we briefly compare the methods employed here, before concluding.
II. MEAN-FIELD SOLITON COLLISIONS
Let us first review soliton collisions in mean field theory. We consider a quasi one-dimensional (1D) Bose gas, tightly trapped in transverse directions, which has the second quantized Hamiltonian
where the atomic field operatorΨ(x) destroys an atom of mass m at location x and U 0 = U 3d /(2πσ 2 ⊥ ) is the effective interaction strength in one-dimension, with transverse oscillator frequency ω ⊥ and length σ ⊥ = /(mω ⊥ ), 3D interaction U 3d = 4π 2 a s /m and scattering length a s . The latter is controllable via a Feshbach resonance and assumed tuned to attractive interactions a s < 0 to enable bright solitons.
In the simplest mean field treatment of (1), atomic quantum fluctuations are neglected and the field operator is replaced by the mean field condensate wave function φ = Ψ . We can then derive the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) for the evolution of this mean-field:
In 1D and for attractive interactions U 0 , the GPE has stationary soliton solutions φ(x, t) = φ sol (x) exp [−iµt/ ] with a spatial profile as sketched in Fig. 1 φ
where µ = −mN
is the chemical potential if the soliton contains N sol atoms, ensured by the normalisation factor N = 2|µ|/U 0 . The width of the soliton is set by the healing length ξ = 2 /(2m|µ|). While strictly the solution (3) is for a 1D system only, it aptly describes bright condensate solitons in realistic 3D experiments as long as the transverse trapping ω ⊥ is sufficiently tight [29] and N sol remains safely away from the critical atom number N crit for three-dimensional collapse [8] . We restrict this article to the 1D situation and do not discuss collapse. None of our results are affected by this, as justified at the end.
To study soliton collisions, we now move to a meanfield wave function containing a pair of solitons
Sketch of colliding soliton pair with mean field wave function (4) . During the collision, the separation d(t) and velocity v(t) evolve in time. We also sketch two causes for the break down of mean field theory: Phase diffusion due to atom-atom interactions within a soliton χ, and atom transfer between solitons J, when they are in close proximity.
with left and right soliton shapes
The two solitons are thus separated by a distance d. We also allow a wave number k arising from symmetric soliton motion. The Ansatz (4) is sketched in Fig. 1 . For a simplified description, we can use a time-dependent variational principle from the Lagrangian based on (1) [20, 22] , to derive the effective kinetic equations of motion
for the time evolving soliton separation d(t), velocity v(t) = k(t)/m and relative phase ϕ(t), still based on mean field theory. We write Eq. (6)-(5) in dimensionless variables with ξ = 1, = 1, m = 1. Clearly for ϕ(t = 0) = 0 (π), the relative phase does not evolve. We further see that a relative phase ϕ = 0 yields attractive and ϕ = π repulsive behaviour [20, 22] . We illustrate in Fig. 2 that the effective kinetic equations (6)-(5) indeed correctly reproduce soliton dynamics predicted by the GPE (2).
A. Experiments with soliton trains and collisions
While Eq. (6) was largely verified in non-linear optics relatively soon after its prediction [30] , it is still not fully clear to what extent or under which conditions it describes matter-wave solitons.
Soon after the first creation of single matter-wave solitons [5] , experiments began to investigate trains or collections of multiple solitons [6, 8] , that appear when the interactions within a large 1D BEC cloud are suddenly changed from repulsive to attractive using a Feshbach resonance. This led to condensate collapse with strong loss of atoms and heating, with remnant atoms forming a train of solitons. Both experiments saw indirect
Review of soliton collisions in mean-field theory for initial relative phase ϕ of (a) ϕ = 0, (b) ϕ = π/2, (c) ϕ = 3π/2 and (d) ϕ = π. The color-profile is the atomic density |φ(x, t)| 2 following from (2) for the initial state (4). Overlaid magenta lines are trajectories based on (6).
evidence for dominantly repulsive interactions between neighbouring solitons in the train: (i) the total remnant atom number after the collapse was still higher than the critical atom number N crit [31] for further collapse, (ii) soliton trajectories, within limited experimental resolution, were typically repulsive, (iii) almost all solitons survive collisions, which is not the case when interactions are attractive due to further 3D collapse [32, 33] . A relative soliton phase of π between neighbors would explain this behavior [4, 22, 34] as discussed in section II, but such a phase pattern should not actually arise, according to theory [23] [24] [25] . A striking counter example are the repulsively interacting soliton trains with two and four members in [8] , for which symmetry requires a phase π = 0 between the central two solitons.
To address these questions, among others, further experiments were recently performed in the Rice group, tracking soliton collisions using in situ observation. In one case, [10] , a condensate was split into two pieces, which were subsequently transformed into solitons in a fairly controlled but lengthy process, in comparison to condensate collapse. We refer to Ref. [10] as the twosoliton experiment (TSE) later. More recently, another soliton-train was studied resulting from modulational instability [9] , in a multi-soliton-experiment (MSE). In contrast to earlier MSE [6, 8] , a violent initial 3D collapse of the the entire cloud into essentially one single high density spike was avoided. The TSE demonstrated that multiple collisions of one soliton pair described by the GPE or Eq. (6), provided that their relative phase is in fact inferred in-directly from the first of those collisions. The MSE in turn, again found necessarily repulsive interactions between all neighboring solitons of trains with up to 10 (even) members, since their number remained constant despite the fact that attractive interactions should have resulted in 3D collapse.
In the following we combine earlier indications of beyond mean-field effects in soliton collisions [23, 26] to develop a comprehensive picture that can reconcile all the experimental results above and additionally suggest further quantum dynamical effects, such as entanglement generation, as subject for future experiments.
III. BEYOND MEAN-FIELD THEORIES
As discussed above, there are experimental and theoretical indications, that collisions of bright matter wave solitons may be a case where mean-field theory suffers a break down. In this section we now briefly summarize three different beyond mean-field models that can explore this aspect.
All these are approximate, since a full-fledged numerical technique for this many-mode, many-particle, nonequilibirium quantum field problem does not exist to our knowledge.
A. Two-mode model
One way to go beyond the mean field expression (4), is with a simple two-mode-model (TMM) for the field operatorΨ
where the left and right "soliton mode functions" L(x) = L(x)/ √ N sol and R(x) = R(x)/ √ N sol are now normalized to one instead of N sol but retain the shape of soliton. The operatorâ destroys a boson in the left soliton andb does the same for the right soliton, they act on Fock states | n, m , where n (m) is the number of atoms in the left (right) soliton. Thus atomic spatial degrees of freedom are constrained to residence in either the left or right soliton mode.
However we allow number fluctuations, and through these, varying phase relations: In a Fock state | n, m the relative phase between solitons is undefined, while in a two mode coherent state
. The two mode coherent state has an uncertain total atom number.
Even for fixed total atom number N tot we can assign a well defined relative phase between left and right soliton, using a relative coherent state in the even or odd soliton
Inserting (7) into (1) and assuming real mode functions, we obtain the TMM Hamiltonian
with coefficients
The TMM will be useful in section IV to elucidate the basic physics underlying the predictions of the more involved quantum many-body theories discussed further below. For large d, when J,Ū ,J → 0, the TMM can be analytically solved, as shown in section IV. In the more general case, we numerically solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for | Ψ(t) , coupled to Eq. (6) via d(t). The coefficients J,Ū ,J in Eq. (9) then vary in time, due to their dependence on the soliton separation d(t). We used | α, β as initial-state when comparing with TWA (see section III C) and | N tot , ± for comparisons with MCTDHB (see section III B) .
B. Multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree for Bosons (MCTDHB)
The TMM is made more sophisticated in MCTDHB [35] with two orbitals. In essence the latter allows a combination of the mean-field and the two-mode approach. It allows the bosons to condense into two orbitals, as the quantum field operator is again expanded as:
This includes the Ansatz (7) but importantly now contains two orbitals φ ± (x, t) that can self-consistently evolve in time. Their evolution and that of the Fock states onto whichĉ,d act is determined from a timedependent many-body variational principle [35] . In contrast, in the TMM, the time-dependence of L, R is fixed a priori. Initially, the orbitals are taken as the symmetric or anti-symmetric linear combination of the soliton modes
Depending on the initial relative phase ϕ between the solitons, either is initially fully occupied. Since MCTDHB operates with a fixed total atom number, the corresponding initial state in the two-mode model is | N tot , ± . We refer to the original article [35] for the equations of motion and the extensive literature for details. Here we use the open-MCTDHB package [36] .
C. Truncated Wigner Approximation (TWA)
We finally drop the two-mode constraint, moving to an (approximate) multi-mode quantum field theory. An effective approximation technique is the truncated Wigner framework [37] [38] [39] [40] , where the quantum many body state is represented by an ensemble of stochastic trajectories. In TWA we solve the same equation of motion as for mean field theory (2), albeit with random noise added to the initial state
with φ 0 (x) the mean field soliton pair (4). The index numbers a plane wave basis u (x) = e ik x / √ V with normalisation volume V, then = 2 k 2 /(2m). The η are complex Gaussian noises with unit variance and correlations η η j = 0, η * η j = δ j and T is the system temperature. Overlines indicate stochastic averages. The TWA described here is known to give good results for decoherence phenomena [41, 42] as long as the noise amplitude added is dominated by the meanfield [43] [44] [45] [46] , but it would fail to capture e.g. quantum revivals [41, 42] such as exhibited by the model (9) at later times.
Quantum correlations are extracted according to
where
is a restricted basis commutator [46] . Our TWA calculations and TMM solutions employ the XMDS package [47, 48] . We will later use TWA for comparison with MCTDHB, simulation of experiments and for the incorporation of finite temperature.
D. Coherence and Fragmentation
Within all three many-body models, we are mainly interested in the resultant coherence and fragmentation dynamics. To identify the condensate in a quantum-field setting, we use the Penrose-Onsager criterion [1, 49, 50] , that the largest eigenvalue of the one-body density matrix (OBDM) is the condensate occupation, with OBDM
The eigenvalues λ j are then obtained from dx (x, x )χ j (x ) = N λ j χ j (x ) where χ j (x) is the corresponding single particle orbital and N = 2N sol . If two λ j are of order unity, the system is called fragmented [1] . In the TWA the OBDM is given by (17) , and in MCTDHB by (x,
For the TMM, we can ignore the frozen spatial structure and focus on the mode space OBDM
We denote the two eigenvalues of with λ + (the larger one) and λ − (the smaller ones), in the following.
IV. SOLITON PAIR FRAGMENTATION DUE TO PHASE DIFFUSION
We now initially consider the beyond mean-field evolution of two solitons far separated from each other so that they can be considered non-interacting. They are initialized as part of one coherent, non-fragmented BEC. We show in Fig. 3 the eigenvalues of the OBDM predicted by all three methods discussed above.
It is clear that by the indicated time t frag eigenvalues λ + and λ − have become comparable and the system is thus fragmented. All three methods agree on this fragmentation time-scale. The origin of fragmentation is best and two-mode model (blue solid). For MCTDHB and twomode model there are only two orbitals by construction, for TWA two dominate. Initially we have a pure BEC of two solitons since λ = 1 for one orbital. We later call the system fragmented after t frag , when |λ+(t frag ) − λ−(t frag )| = 0.2 (vertical magenta dot-dashed line). The non-linear parameter, see Eq. (14), is χ = −6.6 × 10 −4 . Vertical red-dashed lines are times for which we plot the Q-function in Fig. 4. understood in the TMM. The coefficients J,Ū ,J in (9) depend on the overlap ofL(x) andR(x) and thus on d.
For large soliton separations d, all these vanish, and only the first line in (9) remains. The dynamics can then be determined analytically
where the coefficients c nm (0) are set by the two-mode coherent initial state (8) with amplitude α, β = √ N sol . From (20) we obtain the eigenvalues of (19) as
where the expression after ≈ is valid for short times. The fragmentation timescale t frag = /( √ N sol |χ|) is corroborated by the more involved quantum many body methods TWA and MCTDHB in Fig. 3 . For the TWA results in Fig. 3 , we can see the emergence of several additional significantly occupied orbitals beyond the first two. We will comment on these in section V.
Note that the Hamiltonian (9) for large d reduces tô H = χ 2 (â †â †ââ +b †b †bb ), after we adjust the zero of energy such that the term ∼ E 0 can be ignored. This just corresponds to two independent non-linear Kerr oscillators and the dynamics just discussed thus is Kerrsqueezing [52] [53] [54] or phase diffusion [27] . Phase-diffusion refers to an initially fixed condensate mean phase becoming ill defined due to diffusion over all angles.
We visualize phase diffusion for the reduced state of just one (the left) soliton in Fig. 4 , using the Husimi Qfunction Q(α) = | α | Ψ |/π that quantifies the overlap of an arbitrary state | Ψ(t) with a coherent state | α . In the space α ∈ C, farther from the origin corresponds to larger atom number n in the left soliton, and the argument indicates the soliton phase ϕ L . We show Q(α) at several characteristic snapshots, indicated in Fig. 3 by vertical red dashed lines. Initially, the state of atom number within one of the solitons itself is a coherent state, with a 2D Gaussian as Q-function. It then shears, since the angular phase evolution due to non-linear interactions scales as ϕ L ∼ χn(n − 1)t with the atom numbers, and it thus faster for α farther away from the origin. During this initial period, see e.g. t = 2, the dynamics is also called Kerr squeezing. At later times, the phase of a single soliton, and hence even more so the relative phase between two solitons becomes progressively undefined. At that stage, there also is complete fragmentation.
We thus have shown that one can associate soliton train fragmentation, first reported in [26] , with condensate phase-diffusion. This is consistent with earlier observations that the paradigmatic fragmented state, a two mode Fock state, is indistinguishable from a complete mixture of relative coherent states with all relative phases [55] . ,d) , the Q-function shows shearing (Kerr-squeezing) and eventually indicates a completely undefined soliton phase ϕL.
V. SOLITON COLLISIONS
We now consider the effect of the fragmentation discussed above on the collisions of condensate solitons. We distinguish two cases, collisions occuring before fragmentation and after fragmentation. To this end initially un-fragmented solitons separated by a distance d ini are given an initial velocity v ini towards each other such that their expected collision time is approximately t coll = |d ini /(2v ini )|. We show in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the atom density in a colliding soliton pair from MCTDHB (section III B) as color shade, compared with the collision trajectory based on the kinetic equation (6) as overlayed teal line. Since (6) is based on the GPE (2), we are thus directly comparing mean-field with beyond-meanfield collisions.
VI. BEFORE FRAGMENTATION
Let us consider collisions before fragmentation first. We see in Fig. 5 (a,c) that quantum many-body theory and mean-field theory agree on collision trajectories in this case. Most notably the initial relative phase controls whether interactions are attractive or repulsive. The dimensionless fragmentation time for that scenario would be t frag = 60.
In addition to the atom density and hence trajectories, MCTDHB also provides us with the time-evolution of the eigenvalues of the OBDM λ ± , shown in panels (b,d). We compare these with the λ ± obtained from the TMM discussed in section III A, with trajectories d(t) adjusted to those in MCTDHB. It is apparent that collisions indeed occur prior to fragmentation, and the two models yield similar OBDM eigenvalues. The TMM now additionally allows us to inspect the atom number distribution in the left soliton ρ n = m |c nm | 2 , see section IV. We show this distribution in Fig. 5 (e-h) at the times indicated by (•) in panels (b,d), which are chosen just before and just after the collision. Outside of the time-window [t a , t b ], the number distribution is essentially conserved. The early snapshots at t a in panels (e,g) thus simply show the Gaussian ρ n for the initial relative coherent state | N tot , ± . However, during closest approach, near t coll atom transfer terms containing the operatorb †â +â †b become large in (9) (terms ∼ J,J). Atoms can thus make transfers from one soliton to the other. This intermittent Bosonic-Josephon-Junction (BJJ) [28] , causes a widening of the number distribution for the initial phase ϕ = 0, see panel (f). This wider number distribution then accelerates the phase diffusion effect discussed in section IV and causes subsequent fragmentation already around t frag = 15, where without the collisions it would have only happened at t frag ≈ 60. Note however, that the TMM results for the ϕ = 0 may not be reliable, since exactly at the moment of collision the two chosen modes cease to be orthogonal. However, this is not a problem shared by MCTDH, which qualitatively agrees on an increase of the degree of fragmentation following the collision, albeit less severe. We thus conclude that attractive collisions will cause earlier subsequent fragmentation. In contrast, the number distribution is not significantly widened in the repulsively interacting case in panel (h), due to much weaker tunnelling. Note that this is not alone due to larger separations, as interaction become almost as large as in the ϕ = 0 case. Thus the ϕ = π phase relation must be less conducive to atom transfer.
VII. AFTER FRAGMENTATION
We now move to collisions after fragmentation, t coll > t frag . In that case almost no initial phase-dependence of collision kinematics remains in the mean atomic density provided by MCTDHB, see Fig. 6 (a,c) . Mean collision trajectories always seem to have repulsive character, fairly regardless of the initial relative phase between the solitons. It has been shown in [56] , however, that the "always repulsive" appearance of the MCTDHB density based trajectory is misleading. When including all available information on the many-body wave function to form a single realisation of the many-atom probability distribution for a fragmented collisions as in Fig. 6 (a,c) , these would in fact yield collision trajectories with also randomly contain attractive collisions.
We see the same behaviour in TWA collisions from a fully fragmented state. Also there, single trajectories are a random mix, exhibiting collisions that match the mean field picture for all relative phase angles ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) between solitons. A majority of these collisions have a repulsive "appearance", thus a density average over all such trajectories yields a repulsive mean trajectory. Features of both simulation techniques are consistent with our earlier picture: After complete phase diffusion, all relative phases between the two solitons are present and will predict with some probability the motion of the soliton center of mass during the collision. 
A. Collisions with number change
Besides the apparent indifference of mean collisions to the initial inter-soliton phase, a second prominent feature of Fig. 6 is that MCTDHB collisions appear superelastic, with solitons gaining kinetic energy in the collision, while total energy is conserved. To understand this feature, we firstly multiplied the rhs of the soliton kinetic equation (6) used for the TMM with a scale factor f (t), phenomenologically adjusted to give trajectories in agreement with MCTDHB, i.e. speeding up in the collision. We can then get a first idea of the source of additional kinetic energy, by inspecting the different contributions to the total energy
within the corresponding TMM in Fig. 7 .
We can obtain Ĥ from (9) , while the joint kinetic energy of both solitons, each with velocityḋ(t)/2, is
We then further split Ĥ into a contribution internal to the solitons
and a soliton-soliton interaction energy E ss (all other terms of (9)). For large separations d(t), we must have E ss → 0. We plot all energy contributions in Fig. 7 , setting the initial value of E 0 to zero, to ease the comparison of temporal changes. It is evident from the figure that a drop in internal soliton energy, E 0 , provides the extra kinetic energy found after collisions. We identify the atomic transfer between the solitons earlier discussed as cause for this, due to interactions of the formĴ(d)(b †â +â †b ). Here the coefficientĴ(d) depends on the overlap of the left and right soliton modes, and is relevant only briefly around the moment of collision. As shown in Fig. 6 (b,d) , the term causes significant restoration of phase coherence, with an accompanying widening of the atom number distribution ρ n in each soliton Fig. 6 (f,h) . Since the internal energy per soliton E 0 ≈ χ n ρ n n 2 is negative and non-linearly dependent on atom number, a increase of the atom number uncertainty and thus widening of the distribution ρ n causes an internal energy drop ∆E 0 ≈ χ n ∆ρ n n 2 , where ∆ρ n is the difference between the number distributions before and after the collision. We find that this is almost quantitatively matching the gain in kinetic energy, see Fig. 7 . Residual small non-conservation of total energy in Fig. 7 (c,d) is expected, since the kinetic energy is based on the MCTDH trajectory, while all other energies are obtained from the TMM.
However now that we have linked the increase in post-collision mean kinetic energy of solitons with atoms transferring from one soliton to the other, we must consider the implications of this picture from a momentum balance point of view. To this end we refer to Fig. 8 . For simplicity of the following argument, assume an equal number of atoms, N sol , are contained in the two incoming solitons with momenta p 0 and -p 0 per atom sketched in Fig. 8 , thus the initial total net momentum is zero.
At the moment of collision, due to close proximity of solitons, atom transfer from one to the other is likely. Let us assume a atoms are transferred from the left to the right soliton. If we denote the outgoing momenta per atom by p + and -p − , conservation of momentum gives:
which for a > 0 already clearly requires |p − | > |p + | as sketched in the figure. If a atoms transfer from one soliton to the other, the larger one must move slower after the collision to conserve the total momentum. This is the case in a single realisation of the quantum many body superposition state. MCTDHB provides the mean of all such cases, appearing super-elastic.
An additional constraint arises from energy conservation
The equations (25) and (26) can be solved to yield momenta of atoms in outgoing solitons p ± as a function of their initial constituent number N sol , the number of atoms transferred in the collision a, initial momentum per atom p 0 and Hamiltonian parameters m, χ. The resultant velocity v(n) = p + /m as a function of soliton constituent number n = N sol + a is shown as magenta lines in Fig. 6 (f,h) , see full expression in appendix B. Importantly, v(n) is not symmetric about N sol and non-linear, such that if we calculate the mean outgoing kinetic energyĒ kin as average of kinetic energies
2 /2 over the distribution of atom numbers in the solitonĒ kin = n ρ n E kin [v(n)], the result can be faster than the ingoing velocity, and agrees quite closely with the MCTDHB proposal. On average, we can view this kinetic energy gain as fuelled by a drop in the internal soliton energy due to a widening of ρ n .
Note of course, that the average atom transfer a must be zero by symmetry, thus if atom transfer of a occurs with some probability, the same is true for −a. We have in this argument the initial atom number fluctuations required to implement a defined inter-soliton phase. Based on Fig. 6 (e-h), these are small compared to fluctuations generated through atom transfer.
At this point, we must conclude that post-collision soliton state for the two solitons is mesoscopically entangled, with a superposition of solitons of different constituent numbers located at different positions, since they have moved with different velocities. This is further discussed in [57] . Of course, this also implies that the TMM and MCTDHB, which have provided this picture, cannot be valid for times much after the collision since their restriction to a single spatial mode per soliton precludes the description of an entangled state of position. However the two physical causes of this final state, phase diffusion before collisions and soliton transfer at the moment of collision both occur during the time in which the models are expected to be valid. We thus expect our conclusions to persist.
VIII. SOLITON DECOHERENCE AT NON-ZERO TEMPERATURE AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS
. We will now discuss how the predictions of the other sections are consistent with existing experiments on soliton trains and their interactions and can further answer a variety of hitherto open questions.
Our analytical model (21) predicts a fragmentation time of t frag = 877 ms for the TSE [10] assuming T ≈ 0 and N sol = 28000, a s = −0.57a 0 , ω ⊥ = (2π)254 Hz. This is substantially beyond the experimentally covered range of collision times t coll < 30 . . . 320 ms. However it is comparable with the initial preparation time spent after condensate splitting, which exceeds 750 ms. It is thus likely that TSE collisions already begin in a phase diffused and fragmented state, consistent with the experimental observation that collisions are indicative of all phases in [0, 2π). Once observation has collapsed a certain soliton pair onto a specific relative phase, the subsequent time is too short for re-fragmentation and thus further collisions are consistent with that initially chosen mean-field relative phase.
To investigate the onset of fragmentation and its dynamics, t frag should be reduced. Larger solitons or stronger interactions could be problematic due to losses, but one can employ higher temperatures or noise, as we show now. Finite temperature condensates can straightforwardly be modelled using the TWA [40] . Returning to the scenario of two non-colliding solitons identical to the one in Fig. 3 , we show the temperature dependence of the fragmentation time-scale in Fig. 9 (a) . The data is fit by t frag ∼ T −0.44 . The additional spread of inter-soliton phases due to the interaction with hotter uncondensed atoms thus significantly accelerates fragmentation. It is useful that t frag spans the full range, from longer than most experiments (∼ 1s), down to shorter than many (∼ 50 ms), within the relevant temperature range from a few nK to typical condensation temperatures of a few 100 nK. This opens a convenient window on the intricate many body dynamics described in earlier sections, while still permitting to avoid fragmentation for interferometric applications.
In the light of accelerated fragmentation due to thermal atoms, let us now also revisit the MSE [9] . We performed a 3D simulation of that experiment, using a single-trajectory of TWA at finite temperature. Column densities as shown in Fig. 9 , that correspond to an image of the atomic cloud taken from the side, should roughly agree with those in [9] , regarding characteristic features like amplitude of fluctuations or formation time of solitons. This is only possible by assuming relatively high initial effective temperatures T eff 300 nK. Referring to Fig. 9 (a) , for which N sol and U 0 are matching this experiment, we then read off an expected fragmentation time of t frag = O(10 ms), compared to t frag ≈ 2 s at T = 0, based on N sol = 40000, a s = −0.18a 0 , ω ⊥ = (2π)346 Hz. Only under these conditions, the entire soliton-train can fragment before the moment of first collisions, about t coll = 15 ms after soliton formation and t coll + t form = 25 ms after experiment initiation. Subsequent collisions would then be expected to have predominantly repulsive character as experimentally observed.
A hot initial condensate is an even more appropriate starting point for the earlier experiments that reported mainly repulsion in soliton trains [6, 8] , which first went through collapse instabilities causing substantial non-equilibrium heating [58] [59] [60] [61] . In contrast, accelerated fragmentation due to environmental noise does not occur during collisions in the TSE, since soliton creation there initially follows a slow adiabatic procedure, with substantially less heating than during a collapse or instability.
Another prediction of this article that contributes to an overall picture of predominantly repulsive collisions due to quantum effects, is the acceleration of fragmentation if there are attractive collisions (possibly initially and rare), as discussed in section VI. While most of the experiments discussed would not have had the sensitivity to detect the super-elastic effects predicted in section VII A, these should play a role in the TSE setting [10] , and could possibly be observed with minor improvements of the sensitivity there.
Finally, the first choice of relative phase in the TSE is related to measurement induced collapse of the manybody wave function, according to the picture here. The possibility to continuously and non-destructively infer soliton collisions properties in a setup such as [10] opens the door wide for explorations of the interplay between the highly entangling many-body collision dynamics predicted in earlier sections and continuous, controlled wave function collapse by measurements.
IX. COMPARISON OF METHODS
Even though TWA formally should be valid only closer to a mean-field situation, it agrees with MCTDHB on a large number of features in post-fragmentation soliton collisions: (i) The fact that these are a mixture of repulsive and attractive ones, with more repulsive, (ii) the qualitative shape of mean-density and (iii) the recoherence features evident in Fig. 6 (f,h) . We'd like to place this observation in the context of the discussion in [56, [62] [63] [64] [65] .
The present work demonstrates fruitful complementarity of all three methods employed: Thermal effects in Fig. 9 are naturally treated in the TWA. TWA however is troubled by controlled collisions as in Fig. 6 , since it must also include random velocities and positions of the solitons. The latter yield an uncertain t coll , blurring collisions when averaging. These fluctuations are inherent in the quantum dynamics of the centre of mass (CM) wavefunction of solitons [65, 66] , but not included in MCT-DHB with two orbitals. In contrast to [65] we consider this a feature: the absence of CM diffusion in MCT-DHB simplifies studies of collisions. At the same time agreement where possible between TWA and MCTDHB and consistency with our physical mechanisms makes us confident that TWA and MCTDHB have captured the essential many-body dynamics of phase-diffusion or fragmentation correctly. To pin-point the underlying basic physics on the other hand, reduction to the simple twomode model has been most useful.
X. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We comprehensively consider two crucial beyondmean-field features in soliton collisions. The first, phasediffusion is shown to be responsible for the fragmentation of soliton trains reported in [26] . Phase-diffusion occurs whenever the atom-number within one soliton is uncertain. Since we cannot allocate a well-defined inter-soliton phase without allowing an uncertain atom-number due to their complementarity, it is thus unavoidable in principle that fragmentation eventually invalidates mean-field theory for soliton collisions. In practice the relevant timescale can be fairly large at very low temperatures.
We have further shown that the time-scale is shortened significantly through the presence of un-condensed atoms, whether these arise from non-zero temperature or non-equilibrium dynamics. Through this acceleration of fragmentation, beyond mean field effects can explain predominantly repulsive interactions of solitons in trains generated after some non-equilibrium instability dynamics [6, 8, 9] . Nonetheless, we still expect soliton collisions under more controlled conditions as in [10] to adhere to mean-field theory.
We have additionally predicted the generation of entanglement between atom-number and post-collisions position and momentum through soliton collisions.
Our theory here was largely based on one-dimensional models. However note that the essential physical effects at play here will equally take place in 3D, all that is needed is a replacement of the effective left-and rightsoliton modes L(x) and R(x) by their corresponding 3D version.
